Calcitonin and calcitonin gene-related peptide alter the excitability of neurons in rat forebrain.
Individual neurons in the hypothalamus, thalamus, cortex, and other forebrain areas of urethane-anesthetized, male rats were iontophoretically tested for their membrane sensitivity to salmon calcitonin (CT), human CT, and CT gene-related peptide (CGRP). Extracellular recording of unit activity revealed that depression of neuronal firing was the predominant effect of iontophoretically applied salmon CT (35 of 74 cells tested). Few neurons responded to salmon CT with an increase in firing rate (N = 3). When CGRP was iontophoretically applied a pattern of response resembling that of salmon CT was observed. CGRP was predominantly inhibitory and excited those neurons whose firing rate was increased by salmon CT. Inhibition was also the predominant effect of human CT. However, no neurons were excited by human CT. The results clearly demonstrate that a subpopulation of neurons with membrane sensitivity to salmon CT, human CT, and CGRP are present in the rat forebrain. This finding suggests that modulation of neuronal activity may underlie the behavioral and biochemical effects of these peptides when administered centrally. Endogenous CGRP and CT-like peptides in rat brain may be capable of regulating these events as neurotransmitters or neuromodulators.